With the ubiquity of the Internet, and the concomitant accessibility of established microtask crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk; www.mturk.com) and, more recently, CrowdFlower (www.crowdfl ower. com), researchers and practitioners are actively turning toward paid crowdsourcing to solve datacentric tasks that require human input. Popular applications include building ground truths, validating results, and curating data. These developments make it possible to build novel intelligent systems that combine the scalability of machines over large amounts of data with the power of human intelligence to solve complex tasks, such as audio transcription, language translation, and annotation. For the rest of this article, crowdsourcing will refer to paid microtask crowdsourcing (wherein crowd workers receive monetary compensation for successfully completing a microtask). For a thorough discussion of related terms and tasks in the context of human computation and collective intelligence, see the work of Alexander Quinn and Benjamin Bederson. 6 Owing to the diversity in the crowd in terms of workers' motivations, demographics, and competencies, both microtask design and quality control mechanisms play an unparalleled role in determining the effectiveness of crowdsourcing systems. 7 These two realms, which specifi cally are concerned with the requesters' perspective on microtasks, have thereby attracted much interest and are our focus in this article.
We summarize and discuss fi ndings from some previous work related to microtask performance and design. [8] [9] [10] Although crowdsourcing presents many open challenges, including ethical concerns, T he notion of crowdsourcing existed long before the term itself was coined. The idea that small contributions from a group of individuals can be accumulated to accomplish some we focus on performance-related aspects. In this article, we provide an overview of frequently crowdsourced microtasks, malicious activity observed in crowds, and open research challenges in the field.
Overview of Frequently Crowdsourced Microtasks
To further the understanding of crowdsourced tasks on popular crowdsourcing platforms such as MTurk and CrowdFlower, we categorized typically crowdsourced tasks into a twolevel taxonomy, 8 using responses from 567 crowd workers regarding their previously completed tasks. The top level comprises goal-oriented classes, and the second level describes the workflow that a worker must adopt to complete a microtask. We describe the top-level classes below: or "Read the information by following the website link." In these tasks, the workers are asked to consume some content by accessing it, but to do nothing further.)
Note that, depending on the final goal of the task, tasks with the same workflow can belong to different classes at the top level of the microtask taxonomy.
Microtask Evolution over the Years
The most widely used microtask crowdsourcing platform for academic purposes is Mechanical Turk. There has been a constant evolution of its usage patterns since it was launched in 2005. We presented a large-scale analysis of log data from this microtask crowdsourcing platform, 9 showing how the use of microtask crowdsourcing has evolved over the past five years.
Analyzing data from www.mturktracker.com about 130 million tasks posted on MTurk between 2009 and 2014, we observed the evolution of platform usage in terms of task type, task pricing, work volume, and required workers. Our main findings are as follows:
• Task reward has increased over time, reaching $0.05 as the most popular reward level in 2014.
• Tasks requesting audio transcriptions are now the most popular tasks in the platform. • In terms of task type, CA tasks have become less popular over time, while surveys are becoming more popular, especially for workers based in the US.
• Most tasks do not specify a requirement on where the crowd worker is physically located.
• The number of active requesters (that is, those who publish tasks to be completed) has increased over time, with a rate of 1,000 new requesters per month over the past two years.
• The overall amount of tasks being published and completed on the platform is considerable: 10,000 new tasks are published and 7,500 tasks are completed per hour. Certain requesters can obtain a work throughput of up to thousands of tasks completed per minute.
• Newly published tasks are almost 10 times more attractive for workers compared to old tasks.
Our findings indicate that requesters should engage with workers and publish large volumes of HITs to more quickly obtain data back from the crowdsourcing platform.
Breaking Bad: Typology of Workers and Malicious Activity
Our findings clearly indicate rapid growth in microtask crowdsourcing. Given the crowd workers' inherent characteristics, with respect to their demographics, diversity, and motives, quality control mechanisms that can make crowdsourcing processes more effective play a crucial role. Previous work has asserted that crowdsourced microtasks are often hindered by the presence of spammers and malicious workers who aim to complete microtasks as quickly as possible to gain monetary rewards. 11, 12 We delved into worker behaviors that determine performance, and therefore the quality, of crowdsourced results. 10 Crowd workers exhibit distinct behaviors that affect the overall quality of the work. We hypothesize that by understanding the behavioral patterns of trustworthy workers (workers who pass gold-standard test questions) and untrustworthy workers (workers who fail one or more gold-standard test questions), requesters can inhibit malicious workers from adversely affecting the task output.
On the basis of the responses we received from 1,000 workers in a crowdsourced survey task, we determined the following behavioral typology of trustworthy and untrustworthy crowd workers: 10 • Ineligible workers (IE). Microtask requesters present instructions to the workers that they should follow to complete a given task successfully. The workers who do not qualify as per previously stated requisites belong to this category.
• Fast deceivers (FD). Malicious
workers are characterized by behavior that suggests a zeal to earn quick money by exploiting microtasks. This is apparent from some workers who adopt the "fastest-response-first" approach, such as copy-pasting the same response in multiple fields.
• Smart deceivers (SD). Some eligible workers who are malicious attempt to deceive task administrators by cleverly adhering to the rules. Such workers mask their real objective by simply not violating or triggering implicit validators.
• Rule breakers (RB). A behavior prevalent among malicious workers is the lack of conformation to clear instructions with respect to each response. Data collected as a result of such behavior has little value, because the resulting responses might not be useful to the extent intended by the task administrator.
• Gold-standard preys (GSP). Some workers who abide by the instructions and provide valid responses surprisingly fall short at the goldstandard questions. They exhibit nonmalicious behavior but stumble at one or more of the gold-standard test questions because of inattentiveness, fatigue, or boredom. Figure 1 depicts the distribution of the workers whose responses were studied and consequently classified, as per the behavioral pattern they exhibited. It is interesting to note that fast deceivers are the most prevalent type of untrustworthy workers in crowdsourced surveys.
In addition, we found a strong correlation between a worker's task completion time and the malicious intent exhibited. We also introduced a worker's tipping point as an early indicator of possible malicious activity, which can help us detect and reduce malicious activity and hence improve worker performance. For more information, see our previous work. 10 To restrict the participation of ineligible workers, task administrators should employ prescreening methods. Stringent validators should be used to ensure that fast deceivers cannot bypass open-ended questions by copy-pasting identical or irrelevant material as responses. Rule breakers can be curtailed by ensuring that basic response-validators are employed, so that workers cannot pass off inaccurate or nearly fair responses. Lexical validators can enforce workers to meet the task's exact requirements and prevent ill-fitting responses. Smart deceivers can be restricted by using psychometric approaches (for instance, repeating or rephrasing the same question periodically and cross-checking whether the respondent provides the same response).
Crowdsourcing: The Right Hammer for Every Nail?
Crowdsourcing is becoming a ubiquitous approach to dealing with machine-based computation's limitations by leveraging human intelligence at scale. However, as we have described, crowdsourcing-based solutions must deal with higher uncertainty with respect to worker performance. To make crowdsourcing approaches more efficient and effective, one must consider various aspects. In this article, we list the open challenges when aiming toward wider adoption of crowdsourcing.
In the absence of adequate measures to control crowd workers' performance, crowdsourced data has been shown to deviate far from the desirable. However, it may not always be possible to enforce constraints through task design. Depending on the task at hand, it is not always straightforward to control the performance in real time. Furthermore, not all tasks can be modeled as microtasks that are fit for crowd workers. Task decomposition to facilitate atomic microtask crowdsourcing, especially in the case of complex tasks, is an interesting open challenge.
In the following, we introduce some of the open research challenges toward making crowdsourcing-based solutions more dependable.
Crowdsourcing efficiency
To make crowdsourcing solutions scale to large amounts of data, it is key to design solutions that will retain crowd workers longer in the crowdsourcing platform 13 and prioritize work execution over the crowd.
Incentives, gamification, and satisfaction. To retain workers on the platform, one can leverage custom task-pricing schemes, 14 gamification techniques, 15 or competitive task designs 16 to recognize worker contributions, direct workers toward specific task types, and balance task difficulty to keep workers productive.
Scheduling tasks.
To make sure most important tasks are completed as quickly as possible, scheduling techniques must be considered to prioritize tasks. Such techniques also need to consider worker properties such as training effects, context switch cost, and personal preferences.
Performance monitoring
To obtain higher-quality crowdsourced data, we identify the need to create solutions that better profile crowd workers. This will let us understand which worker will perform with high quality on which tasks. This can be done by automatically detecting malicious workers and effectively routing tasks to the right workers in the crowd.
Detecting poorly performing workers.
It is important to effectively detect low-quality workers in the crowd to remove their answers from the generated annotations. This can be done using advanced result aggregation techniques or supervised machine learning approaches.
Task routing. By profiling crowd workers over time, we can understand each worker's strengths and weaknesses. We can then leverage such information to assign microtasks to the right workers in the crowd rather than randomly assigning them.
Crowdsourcing ethics
Crowdsourcing is used in production for many commercial products. For a sustainable crowdsourcing environment, a crowdsourcing ethics culture is required that includes schemes to identify fair pricing of work and build long-term worker perspectives and careers.
Fair pricing. In terms of fair pricing, it's important to design methods to correctly price microtasks rather than relying exclusively on market dynamics (that is, balance of demand and offer). Estimating the effort that a microtask takes to complete is key, 17 but it also requires personalized estimations for different types of workers.
Long-term work perspective. From a long-term work perspective, crowd workers are satisfied of their rewards because of the short-term benefits they perceive. However, in the long term, there is no personal development program or social security scheme in place. 18 A better regulation of the crowdsourcing market is necessary-one that considers crowd worker careers and strives for improved transparency (such as in Turkopticon 19 ).
Given the controversial discussion of such ethical concerns, a wider discourse of such topics is required to improve the performance of both the workers and the requesters in crowdsourcing settings. With efforts underway to address such challenges, we anticipate a growing importance of crowdsourcing-based efforts in datacentric tasks, specifically to complement and validate machine-processed results with human intelligence.
